FIGURE 69. c.1936. FLESH PINK SILK PAJAMAS. The bodice of these size 12 pajamas is trimmed with one-half inch flesh pink cotton lace laid in a pattern on the bodice. The bodice has a small front yoke which is open in the center front and buttons closed. Then two bias panels gather over the bust line and the bias bottom section is joined to them in an inverted V. The upper and lower backs are also cut on the bias. There is a tie stitched into the side seams which ties in the back. The armholes are trimmed with the lace. The wide legged bottoms have a flat front waist line and have an elastic casing in the back. The hems are trimmed with lace. Donor: Jane Weisenbarger Reeves. VCU Th. 11
Pattern 69. c.1936. FLESH PINK SILK PAJAMAS. VCU Th. 11

Pattern instructions:

- Neck edge bound with bias.
- Neck armholes front bound with bias.
- Lace attached upper bodice back.
- Lace attached c along vertically dashed line d along upper lower bodice fronts.
- Lower bodice front cut 1.
- Lower bodice back.
- Add roll arm to bodice.
- 2 1/2" bias tube attached into 1/8" at lower.
- Add 1/2" facing to pajama waistline, turn to inside, press, edge stitch.
- Insert elastic across lower waistline of pajama back.
- Pajama hem edged with bias elastic cotton lace.
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